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About This Game
Big Fish Editor's Choice!
This title was chosen for its high standard of quality and amazingly positive reviews.
The bestselling Dark Parable series continues with The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide! Follow the clues as they take you to
an underwater kingdom in this exciting hidden-object puzzle adventure game! You've been called to investigate a strange purple
tide. And that's when the mermaid shows up...
-A variety of hidden-object scenes, including fractured objects!
-The bonus game unlocks the secrets of Prasino's mad king
-Achievements
-Available Strategy Guide
-Wallpapers and concept art
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I'm an old hat gamer. Been gaming since the 80's with amigas and such, this game is pretty good.. Once you get past the fact the
main protagonist is a blond bint that prattles on about a bunch of innane "inner thoughts" it t's actually quite good! The
gameplay is OK but it is a bit repetative!
I'm not going to go into any details but I'm nearly done with it now:
Controls: 6\/10
Look: 9\/10
Atmosphre: 7\/10
Gameplay: 6\/10
. BRO DIS IS SO COOLLLLLLLLLLLL
. Quite bad... The pace of the game is off.. There is no acceleration of the gameplay.. The sound fx are off A machine gun will
sound like it fires 6rpm while firing 400.. The menu screen has an annoying repeated click when you mouseover anything.. So I
don't review games, but for this game I just had to! I won't write an eassy on the game instead I made a video for this occasion.
So Let's Take A Look At The Girl And The Robot - https://youtu.be/yWi1zzcxb9I
. Jelly Killer Walkthrough Hard difficulty series producted by Immortal Game Studio on Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-l7cPqnoXmQ-ER.. This is the biggest waste of money ever.
No players, a scar on my games list.. It's a tragedy that the puzzle gets in the way of the narrative.
And the game is bugged.
It's a pity, because a lot of things stood out to me. The graphics are gorgeous. As a photographer all the little details were a nice
touch- seeing the camera settings change with the scene and even with cursor movement put a smile on my face.
The photographs are just a framing device for the story as it moves along. The experience is all about the stories. I enjoyed most
of them. The format, pacing, and style lend themselves to the most personal ones, and a couple with bigger messages fell flat on
me. There is also a puzzle game mixed in with each story, and this is where things took a downturn.
The puzzles break up the narration to a frustrating degree for me. They interrupt too often, for too long, to the point where some
photographs feel like time-wasters. There is a difference between pacing and padding, and unfortunately the puzzles in
Photographs belong solidly to the latter. It doesn't help that some of them can be brain-teasers, or that they interrupt during
climactic moments. They are supposed to help with telling the story, but while some story elements are reflected in the puzzles,
they don't actually help with the _telling_ part of storytelling.
I spend an inordinate amount of my time on puzzle games. I enjoy a good story. I love novel game mechanics and attention to
detail. But this attempt to blend them together doesn't quite work.
Most- actually, I would say all- of the "game" "play" is there to help pace you through the story. To let things settle in, take your
time digesting what's happened. Enjoy the art and the music. That works until you hit a difficult level which, while you're sitting
there puzzling it out, makes you wonder if the story could have done without it. And you almost start to dread the next
photograph for mechanical rather than story reasons- which breaks the immersion.
Normally I'd suggest playing this story by story. But because of a certain mechanic I can't say which would be better.
Overall- it's barely a don't-recommend. There is a lot to like, and a lot to dislike. But ultimately this feels like a storytelling
session bogged down awkwardly by its gameplay.. While i wish i could recommend this game, the overall difficulty thrown in
your face and lack of direction with somewhat confusing and hard to remember place names makes it a big no from me..
Update: Okay so we got more content stuff now against all odds the "cutesy" art is actually growing on me ONLY because it is
used to highlight the parody heavy theme presnet in this EA access title.
Not a thumbs up at this point however b/c when it comes to strategic gameplay there's not really alot too it unfortuantely....BUT
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there have been some changes and the developer's seem willing to listen to feedback and adjust even the core gameplay
(assuming I am understanding the updates they give correctly) mechanic may improve or develop in some way not yet apparent.
At the moment this game comes off as couple of new shoes on the much played, loved, hated, and all time classic boardgame,
Monopoly. Primarily it's a game of chance though some strategic application will improve your odds. As such I will primiraly
being making comparision contrasts to help review this concept.
One of my complaints is that in tweaking the Monopoly formula Dicetiny replaces purchasing property tiles with placing
minions that can be defeated/removed/stolen and the result is a bit underwhelming. It removes the decisions between keeping
resources or spending them in hopes of at least a small future or short term benefit but with the possibly of a huge payoff in the
long run feel. That very decisions is what makes Monoploy somewhat interesting. I say somewhat interseting concept because
while the decisions set in front of you will change based on the dice roll/RNG/Random element of a particular game of
Monopoly the overall strategy of each game is essentially the same (focusing on purchasing properties in a few key areas and not
in others). I believe this is a result of having a fixed "permenant" gameboard that the elements are subject to is partially (maybe
entirely?) to blame here and Dicetiny forgoes that particular dilema with the ability to randomize the board to and the last half
of each game tends to be a long jog to an inevitable conclusion.
So in short form for this Monopoly variation the non-permenancy (totally a word I'm sure) spin on purchasing obstacles
(properites in Monopoly and Units or Minions in Dicetiny) seems to accomplish the task of making the game less vanilla.
Unfortunately it also waters down the spend/invest decision that makes Monopoly anything more than a game of pure chance.
It's an intersting problem to face and I will be intersted to see what this group comes up with.
Stay Tuned....
Good Start!.....but its basically a demo at the moment sooooooooo.....hold off on purchase until they add some of that content
stuff.
At the moment you can play 4 scenarios on one difficulty setting and choose between four decks with some very light
customization options to mix up the cards.
NO LONGER CRASHING ON STARTUP per update.
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This is fantastic! The gesture system for spells feels really good. I can't wait to find more spells! The atmosphere is genuinely
creepy. I haven't been this cautious moving through a VR game ever. Please don't ever add giant spiders. I'll never be able to
finish the game hahaha.

I do wish there were some sort of melee attack though. When the enemies get the jump on me, its a huge pain to fight back.
*Disregard this, I got a little further in the game and theres a spell for that.
I had to stop because of a very rough bug where the game slows to a crawl once the letters for the compass directions appear.
I'm glad I was kneeling when it hit the first time I did the ritual. Not everyone has this issue it seems, just brace yourself for it
the first time.
*The developer is already aware of this bug. Get in the discussions for the game if you need help or to report bugs. He's
responding super quick, which I really appreaciate!
Other than that and occasional object getting stuck to my hand, this game is going places. Keep an eye on this one!. One of the
best shooters I've every played. It might be dead, but you can help bring it back. knock *knock
FBI OPEN UP!!!!!. I like how the game looks and has a really interesting art design in some parts of the game, the puzzles are
well designed too. The game duration could seems short but is alright if you dont use any guide and can give you more hours
with the endings and achivements.
. Easy fun game so far. Plays ok on the crappy work comptuer so lunch is that little bit better.. Loving this game so far. I'm set at
max graphics, it's running smooth as silk, and I absolutely love all the new graphical effects. The lighting and shaders on the
ships are stellar. Especially loving being able to use the open mic to play songs off of youtube, but it doesn't always succeed. I
had all the achievements in the original game before the DLC came out and added more, but this game still feels fresh even
after playing the old one. The gameplay itself is nearly the same as the original, but if it aint broke don't fix it I say, more than
fresh enough to justify a buy, even if you own the first.. this is terrible. For a low budget "artsy" Indie game, this one appealed
to me, possibly because it has some elements of Spore in it, but seems to be a different approach to organism simulation. It's
more interesting than a typical shoot'em up or retro platformer that you get from most indie studios.
Well put together, although light on options, runs fine, and has, at least from cursory examination, a workable plot. You could
do worse, although this is probably just another game best picked out as part of a bundle. At least I didn't want to stab my eyes
out, like 99% of the competing indie dross makes me want to do.. crash city . played 16 games all have crashed. It doesn't make
sense, but i like it.
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